
 

Back to an earlier bedtime 
ο Start having your children go to 

bed 10-15 minutes earlier each 
night leading up to the start of 
school.  

ο Gradually going to bed a little 
earlier will make it less of a 
challenge. 

Lunchtime Tip 
ο Pack a lunch for your child like 

you would if they were actually 
going to school. Put it in the 
fridge and let them get it when it 
is their scheduled lunch time.  

ο This is especially helpful when 
you have more than one child 
with different lunchtime 
schedules. 

 

Get into a schedule 
ο Try to make schedules as similar 

to your “old normal”. Have 
students follow a routine as if 
they're going to school (getting 
dressed, brushing teeth, etc.) 
instead of lying in bed in their 
pajamas, which could lead to less 
learning. 

ο Keep track of what's happening 
each day. Use a calendar, 
planner, chalkboard, to-do list 
or digital organizer to help. 

Be Patient & REACH OUT!!! 
ο Please, please. Please… reach 

out to your teachers with 
questions.  

ο If you are overwhelmed, please 
ask for guidance.  

ο Communicate with the school 
about how things are going, 
leading with positives first. 

ο Everyone's doing their best, AND 
it's important for teachers to 
know what's working and not 
working for your kid so they can 
get the help they need. 

ο Just as you and your family are 
learning to navigate distanced 
education, so are the staff 
members. 

Make a Space 
ο Create a special, personalized 

corner of a room dedicated to 
learning, creating, and reading. 

ο Use a movable box or crate if 
space is precious. Let your kid 
help prepare the space for 
school, even if that just means 
putting a decorated pencil box 
next to the device they'll be 
using.  

ο Getting the space ready will help 
them get ready to learn. 

 

Well-Being 
ο Breaks are really important, 

especially for kids with learning 
and attention issues, so make 
sure to build those in and break 
assignments into smaller pieces. 

ο When your body is experiencing 
a stress response, you’re often 
not thinking as clearly as you 
could be. A quick way to calm 
down is to practice breathing 
exercises. These can be done 
anywhere to relieve stress in 
minutes, and are effective for 
reducing anxiety before or even 
during tests, as well as during 
other times when stress feels 
overwhelming. 

ο When stress has you physically 
wound up, try progressive muscle 

relaxation (PMR). This is  tensing 
and relaxing all muscles until the 
body is completely relaxed.(We’ve 

done this in classroom counseling lessons.) 
ο With practice, you can learn to 

release stress from your body 
in seconds. This can be 
particularly helpful for students 
because it can be adapted to 
help relaxation efforts before 
sleep for deeper sleep, 
something students can always 
use, or even to relax and 
reverse test-induced panic 
before or during a test.  

Independence 
ο Let your child navigate the 

various learning forums PRIOR 
to the first day of school so they 
get comfortable.  

ο Please help them if/when they 
get frustrated. In order for 
your students to be successful, 
please allow them to learn the 
ins and outs for themselves.  

ο Don’t do work for them. 
Learning how to work these 
programs is setting them up for 
success now as well as when 
they are in higher education.  

Test Technology 
ο Log into Clever, Canvas, Google 

Classroom, etc. before the first 
day of school to get comfortable 
with the technology. 

ο Make sure you are prepared 
with all login information.  

 
 

 

Let’s Get Ready For    

chool 

https://www.commonsensemedia.org/lists/top-time-management-apps
https://www.verywellmind.com/reduce-tension-with-progressive-muscle-relaxation-3144608

